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“At IBM, we have a unique perspective on innovation:
It should be enabled, not driven, by technology. That’s
why we have embraced collaboration throughout our
company and with our clients and partners to tackle
the most pressing problems in business and society.
Our strength in fundamental research and exploration
continues to provide us with a well of insight and novel
ideas to meet these challenges in ways that matter for
our clients, our company and the world.”
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Facts and figures

Zurich Research Laboratory
Founded:
1956
Employees:
350
Nationalities:
30
Nobel Laureates: 4
– 1986: Nobel Prize in Physics for the development of the
		 scanning tunneling microscope by Heinrich Rohrer and
		 Gerd K. Binnig
– 1987: Nobel Prize in Physics for the discovery of
		 high-temperature superconductivity by K. Alex Müller
		 and J. Georg Bednorz
Research focus areas
– Future of chip technology
– Nanoscience and nanotechnology
– Supercomputing
– Advanced server and storage technologies
– Security, privacy, risk and compliance
– Business optimization and transformation
Research for clients
− First-of-a-kind and consulting projects
− Industry Solutions Lab executive briefing facility
IBM Research worldwide
Founded:
1945
Employees:
3500
Research centers: 8
Nobel Laureates: 5

Foreword

Innovation from a
Research perspective

There is much talk about innovation these days. Why is
that? I believe that businesses and even countries that
want to remain competitive in view of globalization and
deregulation can only succeed through sustained innovation. The scope of innovation reaches far beyond the
development of new products or technologies. It includes
innovations in services, in business processes and models, in culture and management, as well as in policies
that transform society in general.

IBM, at its core, is a technology company. Research is one of the key assets that make IBM
the innovation partner of choice—the innovator‘s innovator. Since the inception of IBM Research in 1945, our scientists have consistently registered the largest number of patents
in the IT industry year after year. What‘s more, five scientists from IBM Research Laboratories have been awarded the Nobel Prize, four of whom were from the Zurich Lab.
The IBM Zurich Lab is dedicated not only to fundamental research, but also to exploring
and creating innovative industry and customer-oriented solutions. Our main research
areas are future chip technology, nanoscience and nanotechnology, supercomputing,
advanced storage and server technologies, security and privacy, risk and compliance as
well as business optimization and transformation.
In keeping with our mission to be a catalyst of today‘s technology and an incubator of
future trends, we integrate technical insight and industry requirements into our research, looking to create real value for our clients.
The most important element of our innovation agenda is to open up our research laboratory to work not only with academia and other public and private research institutions
but also with business partners and clients across the globe. Our researchers continually strive to answer today‘s most compelling questions. We welcome you to explore our
fields of research, and invite you to become part of our innovation community.

Dr. Matthias Kaiserswerth
Director of the Zurich Research Laboratory
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Overview

IBM’s Zurich Lab –
the European branch
of IBM Research

Founded in 1956, the Zurich Research Laboratory is located on a picturesque campus in the leafy suburb of
Rüschlikon. The mission of the Zurich Lab is to
– pursue cutting-edge research for tomorrow’s
information technology,
– cultivate close relationships with academic and
industrial partners,
– be one of the premier places to work for world-class
researchers,
– promote women in IT and science, and help drive
Europe’s innovation agenda.

Worldwide interaction and collaboration with industrial partners play a vital role in our
work. A prime example of our various joint activities with clients is a program in which
IBM consultants and researchers join forces to tackle our customers’ most pressing
business challenges. In first-of-a-kind projects, customers and IBM researchers team
up to explore exciting new fields and to pilot innovative technologies.
IBM researchers are also active members of the international scientific community, participating in a wide range of seminars, conferences, and professional associations. They
are engaged in numerous joint projects with universities throughout Europe, in
research programs established by the European Union and the Swiss government, and
in cooperation agreements with other industrial research entities.
The IBM Zurich Research Laboratory is organized into three departments: Science and
Technology, Systems, and Computer Science. As research is becoming increasingly complex and interdisciplinary in nature, the cross-pollination of ideas and a vital
exchange between scientists beyond their teams, groups, departments and disciplines
constitute an important element of our research culture.
Also located on IBM’s Zurich campus is the Industry Solutions Lab, which is a unique
forum where business meets research. This is where executive briefings and innovation
workshops take place and, quite often, where cutting-edge applications and solutions
emerge.

Working at IBM Research

Home to world-class
scientists

Great results are achieved by great minds. The IBM Zurich Research Laboratory is home to world-class scientists who accomplish outstanding scientific and technical
achievements, and who drive innovation that generates
true value for today’s and tomorrow’s society.
At the Zurich Research Lab, synergy is more than a buzzword. Our multicultural and interdisciplinary research
community includes permanent research staff members
as well as a great number of graduate students and postdoctoral research fellows. Our diverse mixture of some
30 different nationalities is made up of talented individuals who share such traits as creativity, intelligence,
drive, ambition, a commitment to making a difference,
and a flair for thinking outside the box.

To nurture the excellence of our scientists, we foster a strong culture of lifelong
learning. We are committed to providing our scientists with the best opportunities to
improve their skills and to further their professional development in an environment
that encourages creativity and innovation. One key element of this is networking and
mentoring. At the Zurich Lab, we have a well-established system in which our senior
scientists serve as mentors to younger colleagues to support their professional and
personal development.
Moreover, the Zurich Lab promotes a wide range of programs and a family-oriented
culture to facilitate our employees’ well-being and their ability to combine their professional and private lives in an individually optimal manner. In this respect, a high priority
is given to flexible working hours and part-time options as well as working from
home.
We strive to provide an outstanding working environment and ensure that the Lab is a
pleasant, healthy, and inspiring place to work. Our researchers bring their passion and
ideas, and we endeavor to provide them with the optimal resources and creative freedom they need to excel. We attach great value to the views, ideas and morale of our
employees and provide a culture of open and honest feedback. In such an environment
of mutual respect, trust and confidence, great results are achieved.
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Chilling hot chips. Zurich researchers have designed a nature-inspired microchannel network with
up to 50,000 tiny nozzles that shoot miniscule jets of water onto chips to cool them. This jetimpingement cooler is five times more efficient than today’s best air-cooling systems.

Chip technology

What will it take to
make today’s chips
even faster, more
powerful and less
expensive?

Receiving TV programs on your mobile phone, playing
real-time immersive computer games, wearing “smart”
clothes, creating new ways to visualize data, or simply
working on your PC—all the amazing capabilities of electronic products are based on computer chips with ever
smaller transistors and ever greater functionality.
However, as transistor dimensions drop well below 100
nm,1 the technology and design of conventional siliconbased CMOS 2 processors are approaching fundamental
limits. To push CMOS technology further, IBM is exploring innovative approaches to address two key aspects of
transistor performance: increasing power density and
the need for superior materials properties.

Currently, one of the most vexing challenges faced by designers of electronic products is
ensuring that the devices do not overheat. Today’s high-performance chips already generate more heat per unit area than a typical hotplate, and conventional air-cooling is no
longer adequate. To tackle the cooling issue for future generations of chips, Zurich researchers are investigating new, nature-inspired concepts for cooling. One such approach emulates the circulatory system of arteries, veins and capillaries by employing a
network of minute, branched microchannels to distribute water efficiently over a chip. By
exploiting possibilities for heat reuse, they are also seeking to reduce drastically the
amount of energy used in entire datacenters—taking “green IT” to a new level.
To circumvent the need for further downscaling of CMOS technology, Zurich scientists
are exploring ways to integrate new materials such as novel oxides and semiconductors other than silicon into transistors. Such alternative materials could potentially improve performance significantly, but it remains an enormous challenge to incorporate
these new materials efficiently into existing device structures and manufacturing processes.
These approaches promise to boost chip performance for at least another decade.
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1

For comparison, a human hair is approximately 400 times thicker.				

2

CMOS: Complementary metal–oxide semiconductor.

Various kinds of microscopes, ranging from the optical microscope pictured to the worldrenowned scanning tunneling microscope (STM), are crucial tools used by IBM researchers to explore, probe, and create future computing devices. The STM, which was invented at the Zurich
Research Lab, features a resolution down to the single atom.

Future chips

What will a revolution
in chip technology
look like?

Wireless communication, ubiquitous computing with sensor networks, and RFID are just a few examples of today’s
new “e-environment”. The emerging digital world is producing huge amounts of data—data that needs to be processed, transmitted and stored. The demand for more
processing power and storage capacity is increasing inexorably, while efforts to improve today’s silicon-based
CMOS technology are becoming more challenging with every new chip generation. To enhance computing capabilities beyond the limits of CMOS, IBM researchers are venturing into the world of molecular dimensions to explore
radically new device concepts. The so-called post-CMOS
technologies that are closest to realization are semiconducting nanowires and carbon nanotubes.
With semiconductor nanowires, for example, researchers
in Zurich are aiming to exploit novel physical behavior that
emerges when the channel through which the electrons
travel in a transistor becomes extremely narrow, on the
order of 100 atoms or less. These nearly one-dimensional
devices are expected to require very small voltage changes to be switched on and off, dramatically reducing power
consumption.

Scientists at the Zurich Lab are also exploring spintronics, a promising concept that
could radically change the future of information technology. Spintronics pertains to microelectronic devices that rely on the spin of the electron rather than on charge for memory and logic functions. Spin is a quantum mechanical property related to the magnetic
moment of an electron. Understanding and controlling this property could change the
digital world as we know it today.
Perhaps the most exotic approach to post-CMOS chip technology is molecular electronics. Zurich researchers are probing and characterizing single molecules that may
some day form the basis of logic building blocks in future computers. They have already
demonstrated how specific single molecules can be switched between two distinct conductive states corresponding to the “0”s and “1”s used in today’s information technology.
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Moving swiftly and precisely over a polymer, a laser beam produces a very fine array of 35-micrometer-sized optical channels. These so-called waveguides steer optical signals to and from processors. Being much thinner and more densely packed than today’s copper lines, they are designed to accommodate spikes in data flows in future computer systems.

Advanced server and storage technologies

Why isn’t it sufficient to
improve the processing
performance of today’s
chips?

Chips, of course, are only one small part of the very large
and complex information technology puzzle, albeit a very
important one. Thus, to shape the future of the digital
world, we also have to look at the bigger picture. Chips
are only as good as the system in which they are embedded, such as a server. The fastest microprocessors are
useless if the capacity of the data lines is not increased
accordingly. This is where future electrical interconnects
will approach their physical limitations and may no longer
be able to keep pace with a processor’s data throughput.
This situation is comparable to a rapidly growing city, in
which the network of public roads cannot keep pace with
traffic. Thus, a system-wide solution—an advanced
server technology—is needed to cope with the high volume of data that will flow between future chips.

A promising concept on which researchers at the Zurich Laboratory are working is the
use of light to interconnect processors within a system. Zurich researchers have developed printed circuit boards with integrated optical waveguides—so-called optical interconnects—to transport data optically within a computing system. Optical links are
very promising by virtue of their higher bandwidth density, greater interconnect distances and lower power consumption than electrical interconnects. Thus, optical interconnects may shape the future of server technology and find their way into IBM systems
within a few years.
Another aspect of the “bigger picture” is storage. As more and more information is
processed on computer systems, ever more data needs to be stored. In the past three
decades, the skyrocketing demand for storage has driven tremendous increases in
storage density that few had predicted. To push the limits even further, Zurich researchers are developing sophisticated signal processing, coding, positioning, and servo control techniques needed by the next generation of storage systems, in particular tape drives.
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Trailing vortices that form during aircraft takeoff cause delays of several minutes between consecutive starts and therefore create waiting queues during peak traffic hours. Using a Blue Gene
supercomputer, researchers at the Zurich Lab and ETH Zurich can accurately simulate and gain
new insights into the formation and dissipation of these vortices. This could lead to improved aircraft designs and eventually to shorter lead times at airports.

Supercomputing

How will
supercomputing help
shape the future?

Supercomputing had its first moment of fame when IBM’s
Deep Blue supercomputer defeated chess champion
Garry Kasparov in 1997. Today, supercomputers can do
far more than checkmating grandmasters. Leading-edge
systems, such as IBM’s Blue Gene, are advancing into
the regime of petaflop performance—one million billion
calculations in a single second, or 500,000 times greater
than that attainable with your average desktop computer.
This tremendous computational capability is starting to
enable large-scale simulations of real-world systems in all areas of science. Today, IBM supercomputers
are helping scientists discover the origins of the universe,
understand climate change, anticipate virus mutations to
prevent future pandemics, or decipher the complex operation of the human brain.
IBM researchers have always been at the forefront of
both supercomputing technology and deep-computing
applications. The Zurich Lab‘s Computational Sciences group, for example, has pioneered various atomistic
simulations in biology, chemistry and materials science.
They have developed advanced computer-based models that scale optimally on massively parallel architectures, and applied those models to understand the complex behavior of materials used in IBM’s own computer
chips. They are exploring modeling techniques in other
fields as well, ranging from the design of novel therapeutics to advanced fluid dynamics for the optimization of
aircraft design.

Through numerous partner and client engagements, Zurich researchers are extending
the role of supercomputing beyond its traditional realm of academic research into fields
of commercial applications. Supercomputing is poised to change the world of business in profound ways.
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The new generation of passports and driver’s licenses have a chip that holds information found on
current documents and includes additional biometric information to help uniquely identify individuals. Researchers at the Zurich Lab are helping to create standards and solutions for this technology
that will improve the security and efficiency of society while at the same time protecting the privacy
of its citizens.

Security and privacy

Can the digital world
be open, safe and
private?

As the digital world grows, computers, sensors and actuators are becoming increasingly pervasive in our lives.
Today’s global business, including international trade
and e-commerce, depends on the notion of trust-based
security and privacy. New technologies are only as good
as the level of security and privacy they can guarantee.
The future of the digital world will be shaped by the development of robust new security mechanisms and by
novel ways of ensuring privacy and data protection. The
Zurich Lab has become a world-renowned competence
center for security and privacy, which includes basic research in cryptography as well as applied research and
development covering areas such as identity management, information security, secure virtualization,
and secure identity cards.
In the field of security, an important area of research at
the Zurich Lab is that of secure personal identification
systems such as secure e-passports and driver’s licenses as a means of verifying the identity of individuals.
One example of research in the area of privacy is a project called the Identity Mixer. It allows users to login
securely and to execute online transactions without divulging personal information or leaving a trail of digital
footprints. This will preserve individuals’ essential right
to privacy and allow them to maintain control over their
personal information.

Another example of how to promote the benefits of the digital world while protecting
privacy is the clipped RFID tag. It allows consumers to deactivate the RFID tags of
purchased goods simply by tearing off the antenna part of the tag. This disables remote
reading of the tag, but does not destroy the chip’s valuable product information.
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In ambitious consulting projects, IBM scientists contribute their profound expertise to solve specific business problems directly for and with customers.

Business optimization and transformation

How is IBM Research
shaping the future of
business?

A major aspect of improving business has always been
how to enhance efficiency and reshape processes. Applied mathematics plays a vital role in optimizing and
transforming business processes and models.
The pressure on companies to optimize their supply
chains has increased. To optimize inventory processes,
Zurich Laboratory researchers have created a Dynamic
Inventory Optimization System (DIOS). DIOS uses a
unique combination of scientific approaches to manage
inventory at the strategic and operational levels.

Another example of using applied mathematics to optimize business processes is the
Customer Equity and Lifetime Management (CELM) system, which was developed
with clients in the airline industry. As a company’s marketing policy can make or break
a product on the global market, CELM helps identify the best marketing strategy by leveraging customer data to determine and better understand consumer preferences.
Businesses are increasingly faced with the risk of operational failures, for which they
must be adequately prepared. These include IT system failures, fraud, regulatory and
compliance risk, errors in financial reporting, and even natural disasters such as floods,
fires, and hurricanes. In the area of risk and compliance, scientists at the Zurich Research Lab are developing tools to measure and control operational risk in a variety of
industries, including healthcare and finance.
Being at the interface of mathematics, business and engineering and applying cutting-edge models, algorithms, software as well as their profound expertise, researchers
at the Zurich Laboratory are solving complex business optimization and transformation
problems, thus taking part in shaping the future of the corporate world.
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“Where business meets technology.” In the Industry Solutions Lab, executives can get hands-on
experience with new and promising technologies that stand to change the way we live and work.

Industry Solutions Lab

How can collaboration
between science and
business be simplified?

IBM‘s Industry Solutions Lab (ISL) excutive briefing facility puts research at the fingertips of our clients—be they
large corporations or local SMBs. Located on the Zurich
Laboratory campus, the ISL provides a platform where
business meets research. It offers our clients the opportunity to discover how IBM‘s advanced technologies and
solutions can improve their business, while IBM researchers obtain a market view of the ways in which our
technology can be applied to real-world problems. It is a
place where IBM hosts intensive workshops with its clients, leading researchers and other industry experts to
understand the innovation challenges in their industries.
Moreover, in the global network of IBM briefing facilities,
the Zurich ISL has acquired the status of a competence
center for the finance, insurance, health and government
sectors.
At the ISL, a spacious demo floor gives visitors hands-on
experience with technology prototypes from IBM Research worldwide. Furthermore, the ISL provides our
customers with in-depth knowledge of IBM’s trend forecasts. The Global Technology Outlook, a technology
trend forecast from IBM Research, and the Global Innovation Outlook, which identifies societal as well as
business challenges and opportunities, are just two of
the many briefings and presentations available.
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Open innovation and collaboration

Why does collaborative
innovation matter?

Worldwide interaction and collaboration with partners in
research, development, and industry sectors, as well as
with IBM clients and business partners have a longstanding tradition at the Zurich Laboratory. The paradigms of globalization have led to a broader definition
of innovation, away from single product innovation to a
multidimensional understanding of innovation. The Zurich Laboratory strives to integrate all dimensions of innovation into its research and development activities.
Collaborative research and joint developments have
led to a new view of intellectual property. In the past, intellectual property was perceived as something to be
protected by all means possible. To encourage open innovation, however, IBM has adopted a unique mixture of
proprietary and open intellectual property policies
and given open source communities access to hundreds
of its patents, thereby accelerating true market innovation, enabling new business models and fostering new
technologies and applications. The faster these can be
transferred to the market, the faster a company can become competitive on a global scale.

The Zurich Lab cultivates close scientific relationships with leading Swiss universities such as the Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule Zürich (ETH), the University of
Basel and the Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL). These collaborations
have led to research projects such as Blue Brain, where the huge computational capacity of IBM‘s supercomputer Blue Gene is being deployed to create a detailed model of the
human brain.
By participating in the Framework Programs of the European Union (EU), the Zurich Laboratory is actively contributing to the Lisbon agenda’s main goal of making the
EU the most competitive and dynamic knowledge-based economy in the world by 2010.
Toward this end, the Zurich Laboratory is collaborating with hundreds of researchers
and development partners throughout Europe.
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